Abstract-User generated video product reviews in social media gaining popularity every day due to its creditability and the broad evaluation context provided by it. Extracting sentiment automatically from such videos will help the consumers making decisions and producers improving their products. This paper investigates the feasibility of sentiment detection temporally from those videos by analyzing the transcription generated by a speech recognition system which was not investigated before. Another two main contribution for this paper is introducing a solution to the problem of fixed threshold estimation for the Naïve Bayesian classifier output probabilities and irrelative text filtering for improving the sentiment classification. Various experiments indicated the proposed system can achieve an F-score of 0.66 which is promising knowing that the sentiment classifier offers an F-score of 0.78 provided that the input text is error free.
INTRODUCTION
Social networks like YouTube, Facebook and Twitter that allow any person to generate and share opinions, and discuss and comment on certain issues or topics, have become one of the most popular platforms in the web world [1] . Recent studies declared that YouTube has become the most popular website [2] . This popularity and the freedom of uploading information and opinions about any topic including products made social media a very powerful marketing tool that is being actively used by governments, major organizations and producers [1, 3, 4] .
Many studies reported that prior to buying a product, consumers tend to spend more time searching the internet for reviews than with the retailers directly [4, 5] . Well known companies have started collecting and analysing the huge database of opinions available on social networks to improve their products [6] . Hence, there is a real need for automatic sentiment analysis by organizations and individuals [1, 3, 6, 7] .
While sentiment analysis has become a very active research area in textual blogs and reviews [1, 3, [6] [7] [8] , less research has been done into sentiment analysis of video blogs [9] [10] [11] , which are videos recorded and published by ordinary users expressing their feelings and opinions about products, events and many other issues [9, 12] . Video blogs have recently become the most popular types of blog or reviews [2, 9] when compared to text-based reviews. One reason is increased perceived credibility due to the visibility of the source of the review (i.e. the blogger), especially if they appear as an ordinary unbiased end-user [4, 5] . Secondly, a study appraised that video product reviews, provide broader context to the evaluation that goes beyond the basic description, functionality and cost by providing a real demonstration [10] . User blogs are also attractive to companies, as they can quickly gain feedback on their products.
Hence, this paper focuses on temporal sentiment analysis of the spoken content of video product reviews to determine at which points in time the blogger is speaking positively or negatively. The limited previous work on product review videos focuses on classifying the whole video clips like in [11] while to the authors knowledge extent there was no previous investigation on the temporal classification. Temporal analysis is important as it can be used for efficiently searching for positive and negative specific opinions and aspects without watching the entire video. This will help the producer gaining not only an overall feedback about the products but knowing which parts and features in the products the reviewers liked or hated. Further, text-based user comments on the video are not linked to specific time-points and are often out of context, being about the video itself, such as production or quality, rather than the main topic (in this case the product) which will make them not very useful [2] .
Focusing on product reviews, the proposed approach is based on analysing the video text transcription produced from an automatic speech recognition system using a text-based sentiment classifier. Included is an investigation into the effect of the speech recognition error on the sentiment detection accuracy as well as post-processing methods applied to the outputs of the sentiment classifier to improve the performance. Another important contribution in this paper is the clustering of sentiment probabilities, to solve the problem of choosing thresholds indicating positive, negative or neutral sentiment. This paper also suggests a text-filtering stage, to remove sentences that are irrelevant to the product and shows that this significantly improves the sentiment detection results.
Section II of this paper will give a summary of the related work. Section II will provide a description of the proposed idea and system. Section IV describes a set of experiments and M. S. Barakat [7] . The two main approaches to sentiment analysis are lexical or dictionary approaches and machine learning approaches [3, [6] [7] [8] .
The lexical approach uses linguistic rules and predefined opinion word lists or dictionaries to classify text sentiment [7, 8] . Research has focused in ways of automatically generating and expanding these dictionaries and word lists [7, 8, 13, 14] . A known problem is word context, for example, the word "unpredictable" might indicate a negative opinion when it is used to describe a car and a positive one when describing a movie plot [7] . Further, the language in blogs usually informal and colloquial, which makes the use of lexicon based approaches very difficult [2, 3] , requiring complicated natural language processing [7] .
To overcome these limitations, building and training machine learning models with training text examples [3, 7, 8] has been proposed. The Naïve Bayesian classifier and support vector machine (SVM) are the most common approaches [7, 8] , with the former approach providing the best results in many cases [8, 15, 16] and outperforming a lexical approach, even after applying more sophisticated language models [8] . A drawback of machine learning approaches is the need for large amounts of training data, but this is becoming more available now, especially in the form of product reviews [7, 17] . There were attempts to combine both approaches (lexical and machine learning), however the major improvement was reducing the amount of training data required for the classifier, even when using more complex language models [6, 8] . Hence, the Naïve Bayesian classifier was chosen for the system proposed in this paper.
III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
As shown in Figure 1 , the audio signal is extracted from the video and introduced to the automatic speech recognition system (ASR). The resulting text statements (sentences) are entered as an input to the sentiment classifier. The classifier outputs the probability of each statement being positive or negative. The final step is processing these probabilities to determine class's boundaries and produce a final decision. The ASR system selected for this system is the YouTube Automatic Transcriber which uses the same ASR in the popular commercial system Google Voice [18] . A recent comparison showed that the YouTube transcriber offers superior performance to an alternative speech recognizer (Pocketsphinx [19, 20] ) when analyzing the spoken content of YouTube videos in [21] .
Applying ASR to analyze videos was not previously successful due to the high word error rate [22] , especially when the speech is non-read (spontaneous) speech [23, 24] , such as the spoken content of user generated videos. However, since not every word is very important in sentiment analysis, it is believed that the error rate effect will be minimal.
The sentiment Naïve Bayesian classifier depends on calculating the probability of a class given a set of features based on the Bayes theorem and can be expressed as:
Where F= {f1,...fn}is the set of features (tokenized words of the input text) and C ={positive, negative}are the two classes [16, 25] . The Naïve Bayesian classifier used in this system [25] was trained using the Amazon product review database, using more than 40000 product reviews from 25 different domains [26] . This database was also used by [27] [28] [29] .
The trained Naïve Bayesian classifier chosen [30] provides probability of the input text being either positive or negative. However, the sentiment can have three classes: positive; negative; and neutral. Hence, an additional post-processing step is needed to firmly decide which class the input text belongs to. Beside investigating the use of a threshold approach similar to [25] , to determine the class, this paper proposes, investigates and compares the use of two clustering methods to cluster the probabilities to three clusters. Since the number of clusters is known, the two clustering techniques investigated here are the k-means and k-medoid algorithms [31, 32] .
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section describes a set of experiments conducted to analyze properties of the video product reviews and examine the performance of the proposed system with different suggested post-processing algorithms. 
A. Test Data
A set of 50 English review video clips about 5 different products (10 videos per product) from 5 different domains was downloaded from YouTube in November 2012. The test set was prepared manually since to the authors extent of knowledge there is a lack of relevant test corpuses for user video blogs [3, 10] . The collected videos were published by reviewers from different genders, countries and ethnicities. The total duration of the videos was 61.2 minutes with an average of 1.224 minutes per video. The five products are: "Ipad mini" (computer); "Norton antivirus" (software); "Galaxy S3" (phone); Coriolanus (movie); and Nivea (beauty cream). Also included were the recent user comments associated with each video. The video text transcription used for the sentiment classification system of Section III was generated using the YouTube video transcriber.
The video database contains 7765 words constituting 522 statements (sentences). The word error rate of the YouTube transcriber was manually calculated to be 25.2%, which is considered high compared with the latest NIST evaluation [24] . Also, the accuracy of the subtitle displaying time was 100% which means that any correctly detected sentiment will always be associated to the correct time in the video. The sentiment of each sentence was manually labeled by an expert human listener as ground truth (as in [1, 2, 6, 25] ) on the basis that statements containing positive or negative opinion words or phrases about the target product are labeled as positive or negative, respectively. Statements of facts about the product or containing opinions about another product (in the case of product comparisons) were labeled as neutral. This produced 163 positive, 101 negative and 258 neutral statements, respectively which is the real size of the test data since the target is classifying the statements not the videos. Since no previous system is known to solve the same problem the system will be compared with the result of the sentiment classifier when the input is manually entered and error free as ground truth.
B. Propeirties of User Generated Video Reviews
After analyzing the downloaded videos it was found that they have the same properties found in [10] , providing broad context for deeper understanding of the product. It was found that in 96% of the videos, a detailed evaluative description with visual demonstration of the product was provided. This visual demonstration makes the camera most of the time is focusing on the product not in the reviewers face. This has the effect of distracting the sentiment detection by emotion like the one used in [11] because of the lack of facial expressions. Also, in 94% of the videos another product from the same domain was mentioned or compared with the target product, which makes them more attractive and understandable. From 1291 text comments, only 243 comments (18.82%) were related to the product and the remaining were unrelated, being about the presentation quality or the author of the video. In addition, 8% of these videos contained no comments. Because of the previous problems with comments and despite that they are written manually and do not suffer from recognition error, it has been decided to analyze the video transcription produced by an ASR. As mentioned earlier the ASR used is the YouTube transcriber which did recognize 5805 word correctly from the 7765 of the test database which is 74.76% accuracy.
C. Sentiment Classification Performance
To evaluate the proposed system, the F-score of classifying the 522 sentences to the three classes was calculated since it is the common sentiment evaluation measure [16, [33] [34] [35] . Specifically, the macro-averaged F-score was chosen to give equal weight to the three classes despite population differences [33] . In this section the effect of applying a fixed threshold on the Naïve classifier output probabilities and the alternative of using clustering will be presented and compared. In addition the effect of using text filtering will also be investigated.
1) Fixed Threshold
The dashed curve in Figure 2 shows the macro F-score of the system for different values of the classification threshold (the solid curve will be explained later). The classification threshold here is half of the values range considered, as Neutral starting from the center (a probability of 0.5). This means that at point range (neutral class width) of 0.05, for example, only statements that receive positive and negative scores between 0.45 and 0.55 will be classified as neutral, with statements having positive scores above 0.55 considered positive and remaining probabilities indicating negative statements. It can be seen that when the neutral class width is zero (only sentences with probability of 0.5 considered neutral) the Fscore is 0.35. The F-score rises with increasing neutral class width until it reaches a maximum of 0.56 at a width of 0.1 (neutral range from 0.4 to 0.6), since more correct neutrals were in this range. The F-score then reduces gradually because more positive and negative statements begin to enter the neutral class range. 
2) Probabilities Clustering
A static threshold for all videos was found to be unsuitable because different speakers and videos tend to use different vocabulary and opinion words that affect the Naïve classifier probabilities (some speakers use very firm emotive words (e.g. swearing) and others do not). Also speakers have different accents, which result in different word error rates for the speech recognition process. Figure 3 shows a scatter of the sentiment probabilities for each statement for two different videos for two different speakers. It can be seen from the dashed lines that the class borders (thresholds) should be different for the two videos to obtain higher accuracy. In video (b) the speaker was more firm, resulting in positive sentiment probabilities above 0.9 and the WER for this video was 29% while speaker (a) was not as firm and the speech WER was 37.1%.
To overcome these problems, this paper proposes clustering of the output probabilities from the Naïve classifier to adaptively choose the most appropriate cluster borders for each input video. This paper investigated the k-mean and k-medoid clustering algorithms [31, 32] . When k-means was applied instead of the fixed threshold the macro F-score was 0.6 while the k-medoid gave a macro F-score of 0.61. The k-medoid uses an actual data point as a cluster center rather than an average as in k-means. Both clustering methods produce similar F-scores that are significantly better than using the fixed threshold.
3) Text Filtering
As mentioned in earlier, it is very common in video reviews to find opinionated sentences about another product compared with the target one. The opinionated words in such sentences causes their Naïve Bayesian output probabilities to be biased to positive or negative while they should be neutral since they are about another product. So, it is proposed in this paper to filter the video text transcription first and introduce the sentences that contain the target product name or a pronoun ("it", "its", "it's" and "this") that is assumed to be referring to the target product to the Naïve classifier. The remaining sentences are then added to the neutral class. Results show an average improvement in F-score of the system with the suggested text filtering compared to no text filtering as can be seen in the solid curve of Figure 2 . Table I summarizes the results by listing the system's macro F-score using the adjusted threshold, k-means and kmedoid clustering with and without applying the text filtering. It can be seen that text filtering improves the results for all three methods and that while the k-medoid is slightly better than the k-means, both clustering methods performed better than the adjusted threshold. The proposed system can achieve a macro F-score of 0.66. This is very promising knowing that the used Naïve classifier gives 0.78 macro F-score when correct manually written text (that has no recognition error) is used [30] .
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper investigated temporal sentiment detection for user generated video product reviews. The paper proposed a system that combines ASR and a Naïve Bayesian classifier and then processes the output probabilities to produce a final decision. It was found that clustering the Naïve classifier output probabilities results in F-scores significantly higher than using a fixed threshold. It was also found that assigning sentences that do not contain the target product name or a relevant pronoun to the neutral class significantly improves the results. The system achieves an F-score of 0.66, which is very promising considering that the classifier gives an F-score of 0.78 when the input text from the ASR system is error free. From the presented results it is believed that analyzing automatically generated video text transcription for temporal sentiment detection is feasible and deserves future research. In the future, extracting emotion from the speech tone and its combination with the text sentiment classifier will be investigated.
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